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Georgetown shooting,
Foggy Bottom arrests
distress campus
michelle rattinger | senior photo editor

A Univeristy Police Department officer monitors the area near the GW Hospital after two armed suspects were arrested in the area late Monday night. Metropolitan police and Secret Service agents also responded to the scene.

Police arrest two
armed suspects near
campus boundaries

Plans for text message alert system
released in wake of notification delays

by the gw hatchet staff

The University’s top security
officer pledged Tuesday that GW
would quickly implement a text
message alert system to notify the
community of threats, and apologized for its lagging response to the
near-campus arrest of two armed
juveniles late Monday.
Students laid heavy criticism on
the University for a gap in communication while two armed suspects
entered Foggy Bottom.
University Police Department
officers and spokespersons for the
Metropolitan Police Department both
said Tuesday that it is not known if the
Monday night shooting in Georgetown and the arrests in Foggy Bottom
were connected.
A technology failure stopped
a Crime Alert from going out after
the University was notified of the
threat of armed men near campus,
but students questioned the electronic silence GW maintained until

Metropolitan Police officers arrested two individuals near campus
Monday night, shortly after a shooting in Georgetown and a fight near the
Foggy Bottom Metro brought a slew
of cop cars and onlookers to the area.
Multiple gunshots echoed near
28th and M streets starting at 10:49
p.m., according to police documents.
The shooting and the near-campus arrests have not yet been connected.
Following the gunshots in Georgetown, a 17-year-old victim from Southeast D.C. was found lying on a sidewalk across the street from the Four
Seasons Hotel, according to the police
documents. Medics transported the
victim, unconscious and unresponsive
after incurring a gunshot wound to his
head, to GW Hospital.
Police documents classify the incident as an assault with intent to kill.
Shortly before 11 p.m., a large

Research
spending
doubles

by lauren french
Editor in chief

michelle rattinger | senior photo editor

Metropolitan Police Department officers and University Police officers gather
at the Foggy Bottom Metro because of an altercation in the station.

group of juveniles arrived at the Foggy Bottom Metro station, likely coming back from Georgetown, Metro
spokesman Dan Stessel said.
Metro Transit police were called
in to disperse the crowd. The situation calmed down, and police briefly
left the scene but continued monitoring the situation.
When several brawls broke out

Internal research funds
$2.1 million

The amount of internal funds the
University devoted to research doubled in the last year, a financial surge
concentrated in non-science subjects.
GW committed $2.1 million to
internal research projects in fiscal
year 2011 – up from $1.1 million in fiscal year 2010 – in a boost that raised
spending levels across disciplines as
the University strives to become a
top-tier research institution, according to data from the Office of the Vice
President for Research.
The Medical Center received
the highest total funds for 2011, at
$918,000 – a number that includes a
$450,500-contribution from the Medical Faculty Associates and the School
of Medicine and Health Sciences toward internal competitions among
those faculty members to support

2011

See ARREST: Page 5
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Safeway to close Watergate store
by danielle telson
Hatchet Reporter

$1.1 million

by omeed firouzi
Hatchet Reporter

at about 11 p.m., Metro Transit police put out a call for a fight in progress, Stessel said. He said 20 officers
responded, including MPD and University Police officers.
UPD Chief Kevin Hay said the
department was notified of a disturbance along the I Street Mall, near the

just after midnight.
“I apologize for the delay in notification,” Senior Associate Vice President for Safety and Security Darrell
Darnell said. “It was caused by some
technical issues...but we are working
hard right now to put a new system
in place that’s going to be faster. It’s
going to be more reliable.”
It is unlikely GW violated the
Clery Act because of the limited timespan during which University Police
officers knew of a potentially ongoing
threat, Darnell said. Gunshots ripped
through 28th and M streets starting
at 10:49 p.m. Monday, according to
police documents, but that event was
too far off campus to be an explicit
threat, he said.
UPD Chief Kevin Hay said the
department was notified of a disturbance along the I Street Mall, near
the Foggy Bottom Metro between
23rd and 24th streets, shortly before
11 p.m. Darnell said when that threat
was confirmed, officials started the

2010

Source: office of the vice president for research

medical research.
Spending on the social sciences
experienced the largest boom in funding, reaching twice its 2010 level to
come in at $130,000 this year. Internal
expenditures on research in the humanities increased by 20 percent over
the last year.
See RESEARCH: Page 5

The Safeway at the Watergate
complex will shut its doors Dec. 3.
The announcement comes after
months of speculation that the 45-yearold store would close shop because of
increased competition following the
opening of the more upscale Whole
Foods Market at The Avenue, in addition to the Trader Joe's store on 25th
Street. Nearly 1,300 local residents
signed a petition to keep Safeway
open, citing concerns ranging from affordability to convenience and a desire
for brand-name products.
Safeway
spokesman
Craig
Muckle said the store will board up
after its lease expires in December,
due to issues with the property’s
landlords. He said the petition was
given heavy consideration in the
corporation’s decision.
“We certainly appreciated people’s support of the store, because obviously there were a lot of regular customers, but at the end of the day, this is
a business decision,” he said.
A new lease would bind the grocer for another 20 to 25 years, Muckle

michelle rattinger | senior photo editor

Junior Cierra Townsend is concerned about finding affordable brand-name
products when the Watergate Safeway closes next month.

said, adding that the “uncertainty was
unsettling.” He declined to say if the
store's revenues dropped after Whole
Foods opened just a few blocks away.
Trish Hoffman, a spokeswoman
for Capri Capital Partners – the group

that leases out Safeway's space – declined to comment.
“It’s the loss of an important choice
for neighbors to do their grocery
See SAFEWAY: Page 5
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IN Brief

Clinton’s mother dies
at University hospital
Dorothy Rodham – the mother of Secretary of State Hillary Clinton – died early
Tuesday morning at the GW Hospital. She
was 92 years old.
Born in Chicago in 1919, Rodham raised
three children, lobbied on behalf of abandoned children and campaigned for Clinton
leading up to the 2008 presidential election.
“She overcame abandonment and hardship as a young girl to become the remarkable woman she was — a warm, generous
and strong woman; an intellectual; a woman
who told a great joke and always got the
joke; an extraordinary friend and, most of
all, a loving wife, mother and grandmother,”
a statement released by the Clinton Foundation Tuesday reads.
The Clinton family named GW Hospital
as a place where remembrances could be sent
in Rodham’s memory.
“In lieu of flowers and in line with what
Dorothy would have wanted, the family
have asked that any one who would want to
do so would make a donation in Dorothy’s
memory to George Washington Hospital
where she received excellent care and made
terrific friends over many years,” according
to the statement.
Director of marketing at the hospital, Lisa
McDonald, said grateful patients often direct
donations to the hospital’s medical center or
its women’s board, a nonprofit organization
that handles philanthropy.
Anne Banner, hospital spokeswoman,
said specific gift funds are not reported unless requested by the family.
“We are thankful to the family of Dorothy Howell Rodham for thinking of the
George Washington University Medical
Center and the Hospital,” Katherine Milikin, executive director for medical center
development, said in a statement Wednesday. “We wish to extend our sincere condolences to the family for their loss.”
Clinton cancelled visits to the United
Kingdom and Turkey after her mother became sick early this week, a State Department
official told the Associated Press Monday.
She leaves behind four grandchildren:
Chelsea Clinton and Zachary, Fiona and
Simon Rodham.

–Chelsea Radler

CORRECTION
In "Volleyball falls twice to A-10 foes in
Ohio," (p. 10, Oct. 31, 2011) The Hatchet incorrectly reported the team would play its
final home match against Saint Louis Friday. In fact, the final home match is against
Duquesne Saturday.

elise apelian | hatchet PHOTOGRAPHER

Costumed crowds packed downtown Georgetown Monday night, where city officials closed side streets for the annual celebration. As the throngs of
people dissipated around 10 p.m., a shooting at 2800 M St. caused Metropolitan police to block off sections of the neighborhood’s main artery.
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Audio slideshow

audio slideshow

video

The men’s and women’s basketball teams
is introduced to members of the media.

Watch the theater and dance department’s
take on the Shakespearean classic.

Native American Heritage Month
kicks off at the Marvin Center.

Basketball media day

November
Thursday

Merchant of Venice

3

Friday

Cherokee Nation performer

4

Challenges in Corporate Governance

Fall hayride

Casino Night

Two panels will assess the impact of the
Dodd-Frank Act on American financial
institutions. The discussions will focus on how
the Wall Street legislation impacted functions
both outside and inside the boardroom.
Jacob Burns Law Library • 5:30 p.m.

Join Program Board on its annual venture
to Maryland for an orchard hayride. Tickets,
which cost $12, can be purchased at the
Program Board office, and include s’mores
around a bonfire at the family farm.
Shuttles depart Marvin Center • 4:30 p.m.

GW Circle K International is hosting a
poker and blackjack night to benefit
campus causes like Alternative Spring
Breaks. The starter fee is $10, with a
$2 discount for Circle K members.
Marvin Center fifth floor • 8 p.m.

Saturday
Billy Goat hike

5

GW Trails invites students on the 4.7-mile hike
in the Great Falls National Park in Maryland.
The three-hour climb will travel along a narrow,
rocky path, with views of woodlands and
waterway. Participants must pay $15.
Meet in Marvin Center Great Hall • 11 a.m.
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Investigation dismisses charges against mayor
Wrongful hiring
claims against
alumnus dropped
by sarah ferris
Assistant News Editor
An eight-month long
federal investigation, including thousands of documents and interviews, concluded alumnus and D.C.
Mayor Vincent Gray will not
face charges for a wrongful
hiring claim.
A U.S. House of Representatives ethics committee
declared Monday it did not
find sufficient evidence to
support ex-candidate Sulaimon Brown’s allegations
that Gray’s staff bribed him
to bash then-incumbent
Mayor Adrian Fenty in last
year’s election in exchange
for a city job.
The criminal probe,
which launched in March,
said there was some “circumstantial evidence that
may support Brown’s allegations,” but could not
verify the claimed offer of
employment.
The
50-page
report
found evidence to suggest
Gray’s campaign consultant,
Howard Brooks, financed
part of Brown’s campaign.
Brooks, who pleaded the
Fifth Amendment and declined to be interviewed,
was not subpoenaed for the
investigation. The mayor’s
campaign finance irregularities are currently under a
separate federal review.

File Photo

Alumnus and D.C. Mayor Vincent Gray faced fire after former city employee Sulaiman Brown alleged Gray paid him to verbally attack the campaign of
former D.C. Mayor Adrian Fenty in November. A U.S. House of Representatives investigation could not find substantiating evidence against Gray.

“Committee investigators discovered numerous
money orders that appear to
have come from members of
the Brooks family and persons connected to Brooks,”
the report read.
The report dismissed
the allegations of promised

employment largely due to
Brown’s poor credibility.
“His erratic behavior
and poor grasp of the facts
undercut his claims of veracity,” according to the
document.
Brown was hired to a
six-figure position in Gray’s

Two law school officials
among Obama's bundlers
by priya anand
Metro News Editor
Two GW Law School faculty members raised up to
$500,000 each for the president’s 2012 war chest, according to a list of campaign fundraisers released in October.
Professor Spencer Overton
and Associate Dean for Trial
Advocacy Alfreda Robinson
Bennett are the only University employees listed among the
president’s 2012 “bundlers”
– donors who fundraise for a
candidate and hand over the
checks to a campaign in one
large sum.
Overton and Robinson
both raised between $200,000
and $500,000 for the president's reelection campaign.
Obama voluntarily discloses a
list of his "volunteer fundraisers," or bundlers, that includes
minimum and maximum
amounts in ranges.
Overton referred all questions to the Obama campaign’s press shop. Robinson

declined to comment.
A presidential race draws
interest from high-profile individuals who have “deep pockets” and care about the stakes
at hand, Michael Beckel, a
spokesman for the Center for
Responsive Politics, said.
“I think in any community there are well-connected
people who have an interest
in politics, and that’s the case
with a lot of schools,” he said.
The group’s website lists
lawyers and law firms as the
top industry among Obama’s
bundlers for both the 2008 and
2012 election cycles.
Beckel said bundlers are
often rewarded for their ability to funnel in donations with
perks, such as face-time at the
president's events, better seats
at party conventions and sometimes an ambassadorship.
More than two dozen of the
ambassadors appointed during the president's first term
raised significant amounts of
funding for the campaign, he
said, and traveled to locations

including France, Sweden and
the Bahamas.
Overton, who previously
served as the Obama administration’s principal deputy
assistant attorney general
for the Office of Legal Policy
in the Department of Justice, also raised upwards of
$500,000 for the president's
2008 campaign.
About 358 "elites" are
sending more than $55,950,000
to Obama's reelection campaign and the Democratic National Committee, according
to the center. Twelve percent
of donors to the president’s
reelection campaign work in
the education sector, while 5
percent hold a legal profession, according to the Obama
2012 website.
John Curtis, the director
of research and public policy
at the American Association
of University Professors, said
he would not be surprised if
faculty were inclined to donate to Democrats.
“There are pretty clear in-

administration in January,
bringing the new mayor under fire for the political appointee.
Less than a month later,
local news outlets exposed
several arrests and a restraining order against Brown.
Brown, who was also

under watch for threatening
coworkers, was fired Feb. 24,
according to the report.
Gray’s
spokeswoman
Doxie McCoy said the investigation has not impacted the
mayor’s agenda and he will
continue to work in the same
manner as the past year.

Top economic sectors of Obama
bundlers for the 2012 campaign
Ideological
$1.85 million
Health
$1 million

Other
$5.8 million

Law and
lobbyists
$11.2 million

Comm. and
electronics
$8.1 million
Misc. business
$7.8 million

Finance
$17.5 million

Source: center for responsive politics

dications that faculty members
generally have fairly liberal
political opinions, but in terms
of donations to candidates for
office and also to political parties, quite a bit of the reporting
I’ve seen seems to be drawing
from very aggregated numbers that are pooling together
all college and university employees,” Curtis said.

Out of the 27 individuals
who listed the University as
their employer on donation
paperwork released this
summer, two donated to
Mitt Romney this summer,
while one offered a contribution to Ron Paul. The remaining 24 employees contributed more than $27,000
to the Obama campaign. u

University puts emphasis on improving teaching
by andrea vittorio
Campus News Editor
A campus-wide educational initiative will gather
input from faculty, staff
and students to design
strategies for improving
the quality of teaching and
learning at the University.
As a way to balance
the recent growth of GW's
commitments to research, a
19-person faculty advisory
board will study teaching
practices to find ways to better engage students in the
learning process.
Dubbed the Teaching
and Learning Collaborative,
the effort will integrate existing programs – like online
learning and graduate teaching assistantships – and new
priorities, such as teaching
large lecture courses, improving student feedback,
rewarding faculty for excellence in teaching and changing learning habits.
Research
institutions
are often criticized for letting teaching priorities slip
while faculty pursue other
goals, but professor Rahul
Simha, who leads the faculty advisory board, wants
to foster a sense of collective
problem-solving
among
teachers and staff.
“If you go and look
at universities and what
they do, you’ll find that
often it’s called a teaching
center,” he said. “We call
it a collaborative because
we were thinking that the
word ‘center’ implies that
there’s some knowledge at
the center that’s radiating
out and it’s expertise.”
Simha, a professor of
engineering and applied
science, was selected as the
District's Professor of the
Year in 2010.

elise apelian | hatchet photographer

Caitlin Talmadge, an assistant professor of political science and international affairs, teaches at the Elliott
School of International Affairs. Engaging lectures are a top priority of the Teaching and Learning Collaborative.

While efforts to upgrade
teaching focused on technology in the past, the new initiative looks to incorporate
pedagogical tools as well.
As part of an exploration
phase, the group is studying
teaching techniques within
scholarly research to identify
methods that could work at
GW – a task that Simha says
isn’t “recipe-like.”
“It isn’t like you go
to the literature and go to
that page and say, ‘Aha,
well that, I’ll use that in my
classroom,’ because it has
to be adapted to your individual classroom, the size,
the types of students and so
on,” he said.
To alleviate issues of student engagement that are
often associated with large
lecture courses, Simha said
the advisory board will look
to educational scholarship

for new methods to test in
the classroom.
“Some people say, ‘Well
that’s not a large class, it’s
a small town.’ So what do
you do in a small town to
get everybody engaged and
on board? It’s a big challenge,” Simha said.
In following his overarching goal to “help faculty
improve student learning,”
Vice Provost for Teaching
and Learning Stephen Ehrmann said the collaborative
will allow for the development of shared solutions.
“Teaching generally –
school teaching, college
teaching – has historically
been an activity that people pretty much do alone,”
Ehrmann said. “But if you
think about the way that
professions advance, it’s
called a profession in part
because it’s about a com-

munity of people who help
each other out.”
Ehrmann, who assumed
his role in July, likened learning to training for a sport.
“You go to class, that’s
like going to see the coach.
The coach says here’s what's
important.
Then
when
you’re not in class, you’re
working out,” he said.
But, as statistics collected
by his office show, “students
nationally and students at
GW don’t work out very
much,” Ehrmann said.
Though faculty expect
students who are taking 15
credits per semester to spend
a minimum of 30 hours each
week studying and working outside the classroom,
only 10 percent of freshmen
surveyed near that goal, according to data from the Office of Academic Planning
and Assessment. Two-thirds

of seniors spend 15 hours or
fewer studying per week.
The amount of time
students actually spend
studying is difficult to
quantify, Cheryl Beil, associate provost for academic
planning and assessment,
said, because the figure
depends on the timing of
midterms and essays. She
added that students who
study in groups tend to
spend more time socializing than working.
“[Students] get a certificate at the end of their
education that says, ‘You’ve
been educated, you’ve been
taught how to be competitive in a sport,’” Ehrmann
said. “It doesn’t necessarily
mean they’re very good at it
when they’ve graduated.”
Yianna Vovides, director
of the Teaching and Learning
Collaborative, will concentrate on scheduling events,
workshops and other forms
of programming.
“We know where we’re
going in terms of big picture, but what does it mean
in terms of programs, in
terms of initiatives? That’s
what we’re doing now,”
Vovides said.
Former Executive Vice
President for Academic Affairs Don Lehman made a
recommendation to establish an office for teaching
and learning at GW after
running a teaching consortium task force in fall 2009.
Provost Steven Lerman took
up the task force’s leadership when he joined the University in summer 2010.
The advisory board, informally constructed through
a series of faculty nominations, will seek student input
through focus group interviews and a formal meeting
in November. u

“Of course we are disappointed about the information that has come out, and
we look forward to completion of all investigations, but
Mayor Gray’s agenda was
not affected,” she said.
During the federal review, investigators interviewed Gray’s staff and
subpoenaed documents, including cell phone records,
e-mails and text messages
between Brown and Gray’s
campaign staff, but uncovered little new evidence of
the corruption charges that
have fouled Gray’s first
year.
The results of the report
resembled the D.C. Council’s investigation earlier this
summer, which confirmed a
top official in Gray’s campaign paid Brown to politically attack the former mayor, although Brown overstated the bribe. This probe
did not find that Gray was
directly involved with the
incident.
Gray has repeatedly said
he made no such deal, and
Brown was only offered a
job interview. The alumnus
also has repeatedly denied
Brown’s claim that the Gray
administration paid him
thousands of dollars to stay
in the race last November.
The impact of this
evidence was eroded by
Brown’s “erratic behavior,”
and the report determined,
“It is not possible to conclude that Mr. Brown was
improperly offered employment in exchange for
his attacks on then-Mayor
Fenty.” u

Students
applying
to more
colleges
by kevin frey
Hatchet Reporter
Interest in colleges nationwide is prompting high school
students to send out more applications, likely boosting the
University's selectivity.
The National Association
for College Admission Counseling reported that 25 percent
of college applicants submitted
seven or more applications, up
from 23 percent the year before,
marking a decade-long national
pattern of high school students
applying to more colleges.
The report also found that
73 percent of universities saw
an increase in applications for
fall 2010. The University followed this trend, receiving
21,400 applications last fall – a
slight 1-percent increase from
the year before.
Kathryn Napper, associate
vice president and dean of undergraduate admissions, said the
strongest impact of increasing
applications came years ago for
the most selective universities.
She added that it continues to be
a contributing factor at GW.
"Students are applying to
more schools. That's helped,
too," she said, although "this is
nothing new" for institutions in
GW's market basket.
Applicants to GW commonly apply to between seven and
nine schools, although the uptick in applications is one factor
in the University’s increasing
selectivity, she said. Public high
school students apply to an average of 4.2 colleges, while the
average for private high school
students is 5.9 colleges, the
study found.
“I think generally having
a good, wide diversity of applicants is something that we
value at GW,” Dean of Students
Peter Konwerski said.
Last year, the admittance
rate rose slightly to 32.5 percent
of applications.
“Generally, continuing application increases have driven
many institutions’ acceptance
rates lower each year,” David
Hawkins, director of public policy and research at the National
Association for College Admission Counseling, said.
Many factors contributed
to the national application increase, including the ease of
applying through the Common
Application and the lack of direction from high school counselors, Hawkins said.
The study found that increased applications have led
to 48 percent of universities utilizing wait lists in fall 2010, up
from 39 percent the year before.
“The wait list has become a
tool to moderate what you are
doing with the class, so that you
are not over-enrolling or overadmitting,” Napper said. u
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"Of course we are disappointed by the information that has come out and we look forward
to the completion of all investigations, but Mayor Gray's agenda was not affected."
–Doxie McCoy, Mayor Gray's spokesperson, on the conclusion of his wrongful hiring investigation.
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Staff Editorial

New entrance, same issues

More information in
emergency response

by Montana DeBor

Will the real
Knapp please
stand up?
S

When it comes to crime alerts,
more information is beneficial to
both students and the University.
This was evident Monday
when two suspects were arrested
near the Foggy Bottom Metro. Police cars swarmed the I Street Mall
and rumors began to fly that there
was a shooting just off campus.
The University did the right
thing by attempting to notify the
student body via e-mail when it
realized that there was a potential threat to students on campus.
While a technology failure led the
crime alert notification to be delayed, the University should have
used their modes of communication quicker and more effectively.

Sometimes there is
just as much
value in telling
people that there is
nothing to fear, as
there is in telling
them the opposite.
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University police records are
private and administrators declined to say exactly when they
were first notified of a possible
threat, but it was likely just after
11 p.m.
It was not until shortly after
midnight that the University sent
out Twitter and Facebook messages about the incident.
But students had begun to worry before the University’s social
media updates went online. When
an event like this happens on campus and it is being resolved, it
might seem like there is no reason
to incite false worry in the student
body by telling them about what
happened. But in today’s viral environment, student panic can escalate quickly.
Sometimes there is just as
much value in telling people that
there is nothing to fear, as there is
in telling them the opposite. And
while not everyone uses social media and might not have benefited
from these updates, the University
should still have been even quicker to tell the student body that the
problem was resolved.
The University is not legally
obligated to tell students about a
resolved threat. But in a case like
Monday night’s, in which students
see a great deal of drama unfolding, but are unsure of its significance, it would be beneficial for the
University to tell students more information than required about the
situation.
The tweet, Facebook post and
delayed crime alert should have
provided students with more background information about the incidents around campus. While they
did tell students that the suspects
had been arrested, these notifications provided little clarity, and
therefore less comfort, on what unfolded earlier in the night.
This need for additional information through social media is
even more critical on a night when
information regarding the shootings was already delayed.
This event also amplifies the
importance of having as many avenues of communication between
the University and students as possible. The text message alert system
the University is working to establish will help reduce the lack of
understanding between students
and the University in cases such as
Monday night’s.
And if a similar incident occurs,
the University shouldn’t hesitate
to use the system to notify students
that the campus is safe again.
GW students living on Foggy
Bottom know what they are getting themselves into. A city school
will see skirmishes like these from
time to time. But when they occur,
the University should be there to
quickly address the issue, and if
it’s resolved, to provide that vital
information as well.
The GW

teven Knapp recently tweeted: “I
think I’m underpaid.” Later, he
shared, “It is a beautiful Saturday morning, and the Vern is still a
nightmarish hellscape.” And on Halloween, “The time between an event
and an alert being sent out #thingslongerthankimsmarriage #gwu.”

Trumping the November slump

t’s that time of year again.
Midterms are over and the
sugar-induced coma, otherwise known as Halloween
weekend, has come to an end.
Now all that’s left to do is sit
around and wait for Thanksgiving Break.
I remember during my
freshman year around this
time, I went through what
can only be referred to as the
“November slump.” Roommate issues were exacerbated,
workloads seemed to double
and everything in life just felt
a little bit harder.
It is important to know
there are easy things to do to
at least assuage some of the
stress that accompanies the
November slump.
Students, especially freshmen, should be aware this is
normal and they aren’t alone.
Even weathered seniors are
apt to feel down at this time of
year.
The best way to combat the
effects of the November slump
is simply to acknowledge they
exist. It is a fact that many
students will feel particularly
weighed down in the coming weeks, and ignoring this
reality will only make things
worse. As a school community,
it is important for us all to acknowledge the existence of a
slump, so that we can work together to get through it, rather
than individually pretend it is
not happening.
By now, the excitement
of a new year in college has
completely worn off, leaving

T

us just two months into the
semester with the feeling that
there is no end in sight.
Once the honeymoon period is over, reality hits – and it

Paris Bienert
Columnist
can hit pretty hard. After Halloween, it can feel like the only
thing we have to look forward
to is Thanksgiving break.
It’s around the start of November that students really
start to cripple under the burden of schoolwork. Midterms
were grueling, and instead
of coming out of those with
a manageable workload, the
high-intensity effort must continue.
As the days get shorter
and colder, so too do students’
tempers. But trite as it might
sound, making a conscious
effort to think positively and
recognize that many of your
peers are having the same negative emotions you might be
having,might help you be able

to keep everything in perspective and get past the slump.
The National Sleep Foundation says that the average
person above the age of 18
needs seven hours of sleep
per night. Sounds impossible
sometimes, but trying to get
that much sleep helps regulate everything, from stress to
diet.
Exercising is another way
to make sure you survive the
November slump unscathed.
Physical activity not only produces more “feel-good” neurotransmitters in your brain,
but it also improves your
mood, helps you forget your
daily frustrations and gives
you a feeling of control in
your life, according the Mayo
Clinic.
But most of all, this slump
faces almost all students in
some way at this time. It’s
not unusual to be feeling particularly down around early
November. Homesickness becomes pervasive, particularly
for freshmen. One of the best
things we can do to combat it
right now is just understand
that our classmates, roommates and peers are going
through the same thing.
Remember that if you do
start to feel down this month,
you are not alone in what
you’re feeling. Most likely if
you take the time to take care
of yourself, you will probably
be able to trump the slump.
–The writer, a sophomore
majoring in international affairs,
is a Hatchet columnist.

GW: Keep your housing promise

he groundbreaking ceremony Oct. 20 at the site
of the future Science and
Engineering Hall showcased
the positive energy toward
GW’s campus development efforts. But since the beginning
of the academic year, a different feeling – one of frustration
– has dominated the minds
of students living in the residence halls adjacent to campus
construction sites.
We have spoken with
these residents many times,
and we all recognize and appreciate the promised value of
the Science and Engineering
Hall and Law Learning Center projects.
But
we
also
understand the need to keep to an efficient construction schedule.
What we find to be unacceptable is that the University has not to adhered to the
pledge it made regarding construction noise that it set for
itself at the outset of these projects.
In
e-mail
correspondence sent to students living in
the residence halls surround-

Matt Galewski and
Cameron Smither
Op-ed
ing the two Foggy Bottom construction sites, the University
pledged to keep start times for
exceptionally noisy construction activity to 8 a.m. weekdays and 9 a.m. Saturdays.
Since then, a number of
residents have reported that
the loudest construction – construction that can certainly be
defined as exceptionally noisy
– takes place as early as 7 a.m.
The Residence Hall Association has communicated
this persistent and widespread
observation to the Division of
Operations, and as of now, a
full two months later, residents
have yet to see an improvement in early morning noise
levels.
In fact, when the concerns
of residents have been expressed to the Division of Operations, the response has been
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to ignore the issue or assert
that the observations of students living directly adjacent
to the projects are false.
An issue this serious – one
of significant consequence for
the academic, social and personal successes of hundreds of
students – deserves to be met
with sincere solutions, not disbelief.
It is a busy time of year for
students, and between midterms and other commitments,
every hour of the day counts.
When GW says that it
will not start exceptionally
noisy construction until 8 a.m.,
exceptionally noisy construction should not begin at 7 a.m.
It is that simple.
It is time for the University
to recognize that residents will
not stop voicing their frustrations and that the Residence
Hall Association will continue
to advocate for residents until
sincere and meaningful action
is taken on this issue.
–Matt Galewski is the RHA
President. Cameron Smither
is the RHA Executive Vice
President and Treasurer.

Oh sorry, those were from
@fakeStevenknapp. The real University President Steven Knapp does not
have a Twitter account.
Since Feb. 2010, @fakeStevenknapp has cast Knapp as a gregarious, misogynistic party-animal who
has a love-hate relationship with his
job as University president. Tweeting
from this perspective, he has made
the account quite popular, gaining its
anonymous creator 1,500 followers.
At first, I enjoyed @fakeStevenknapp's humor, but I’m now concerned that my entire image of Knapp
has been shaped by a satirical and
fake Twitter account because of the
lack of communication between the
real president and the student body.
@fakeStevenknapp is more real
for me than the real Steven Knapp is.
The majority of the real Knapp’s
communication with me is through a
media source. Whether it is a quote
in The Hatchet or GW Today, it is filtered through another layer. The real
Knapp rarely addresses the entire
student body. And when he does, it
seems as though it is only in emergency cases involving student safety,
such as an e-mail about the death of
graduate student Patrick Casey.

At first, I enjoyed
@fakeStevenknapp's
humor, but I’m now
concerned that my
entire image of Knapp
has been shaped by
a satirical and fake
Twitter account...
Aside from remarks given at
Freshman Convocation and Freshman
Day of Service in 2010, I have yet to
personally hear the president speak
to my fellow students about our time
here and his plan for the direction of
the University.
As a result, I feel separated from
Knapp, despite having lived across
the street from him during my freshman year. I did not get the sense that
he was keeping an eye on me in Thurston Hall, as my tour guide promised.
And I only once saw him walking his
dog, despite pledges that it would be
a normal occurrence.
As the University’s leader, Knapp
does not seek out the average student’s input on what is going on at
GW or seem open to students concerns, beyond short office hours held
once a month.
But how should the real Knapp involve himself more with the student
body? The answer is probably not to
host a happy hour at McFadden’s as
@fakeStevenknapp suggests.
The president does not need to
give constant updates about GW via
Twitter. But a weekly message might
be a good start — something addressed to students describing what
he has been up to that week. Something beyond a Facebook post likely
posted by an assistant.
For a man drawing a salary of over
$1 million, is it too much to ask that
he makes a better effort to communicate what kinds of improvements he
envisions for the University?
The administration is full of people who respond to student concerns,
but it would be nice to hear from the
person at the top of the GW food
chain.
–The writer is a sophomore majoring
in international affairs.
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Univ. looks to expand sustainability in classrooms
by monica mehta
Hatchet Staff Writer
The University is considering increasing its eco-friendly
course offerings as part of a
larger initiative to develop a
culture geared toward sustainability.
Provost Steven Lerman
appointed a 20-person faculty
committee with representatives
from the 10 GW schools and colleges to examine sustainability
in the University’s curriculum.
The group will present its recommendations in the spring.
“Sustainability is one of
[University] President [Steven]
Knapp’s top priorities, and we
hope to incorporate this important initiative into our curriculum in a way that is accessible
to all students and provides
education relevant to health,

science, policy, engineering,
business and society,” Forrest
Maltzman, senior vice provost
for academic affairs and planning, said.
The University offers more
than 100 courses that address
sustainability and 30 “green
leaf” courses, which have a significant eco-focus.
Green leaf classes include
oceanography, geology of energy resources and international
affairs special topics courses in
development.
“Employers today are seeking employees who can understand and communicate issues
about sustainability, and we
hope to prepare our students
to address these needs,” Maltzman said.
Lisa Benton-Short, an associate professor of geography, is
chairing the faculty committee.

Whole Foods is piloting a
new GWorld system that allows venues to swipe cards
through regular credit and
debit machines instead of
GWorld-only devices.
Foggy Bottom’s newest
grocery store is the first GWorld
partner to test the system, University spokeswoman Michelle
Sherrard said.
The store switched to
the pinpad pay method last
Tuesday, but decided Friday
to temporarily revert to using
the GWorld machines due to
internal glitches, Adim Okwudishu, a customer service
team leader said.
"We decided the integration failed and we have asked
cashiers to process student
purchases through the separate
GWorld machine," he said, adding that the store's information
technology is working with the
University's GWorld office to
resolve issues.

safeway
from p. 1
shopping, especially for senior citizens and people who
are on fixed incomes,” Armando Irizarry, who represents the Watergate area on
the local Foggy Bottom and
West End Advisory Neighborhood Commission, said.
He said there have been
talks to replace Safeway with
another grocery store. The
ANC will bring up the topic
at its meeting in two weeks.
Watergate
resident

RESEARCH
from p. 1
Though factors influencing the shift are difficult to
identify, Gina Lohr, special
assistant to the vice president
for research, said the change
may represent an increase in
applicants from those topic
areas or more qualified profiles among their proposals.
Other departments saw
more modest increases in
spending, a trend Lohr attributes to stronger reliance on
funding sources from outside
the University.
Because members of the
Office of the Vice President
for Research are traveling this
week, University spokeswoman Jill Sankey was unable to
provide a full breakdown of
internal spending for 2010.
The data represent funds
administered by the research

Okwudishu said the system experienced intermittent
failures, double-charging several students. The University
worked with the store to refund
all charges, Sherrard said.
“GWorld has been working closely with Whole Foods
to address any issues that have
arisen,” Sherrard said. “Presently their integration is working without issues.”
Even though Whole Foods
is only testing this new system,
it plans to eventually remove
the GWorld card machines,
Okwudishu said. Whole Foods
hopes to return the GWorld
machines to the company they
bought them from after they’ve
made the switch.
The University has yet to
set a date to roll the program
out publicly.
Under the new system,
venues would not need to
purchase GWorld machines
to accept GWorld, although
University charges for using that method of payment
would still apply. A manager

CRIME LOG

an injury and did not wish
to press charges.

Disorderly Conduct

10/28/11 – 11:50 p.m.
Location: 600 block of 23rd
street
Case closed

A patient became annoyed with
staff because she could not step
outside to smoke without risking
missing her appointment.

francis rivera | assistant photo editor

School of Media and Public Affairs Director Frank Sesno holds a class
focused on sustainability, online communication and film editing.
Student-produced videos have been featured on PBS television specials.

“We are in the early stages
of brainstorming about how
we can encourage faculty to

GWorld tests new payment process
by reid davenport
Hatchet Staff Writer

develop and redevelop courses
that have some of the components of sustainability,” she

said. “Many of the large scale
research grants are looking for
interdisciplinary teams. This is
a challenge for sustainability
research."
Benton-Short hopes the expansion of green leaf courses
will link schools across GW.
School of Media and Public
Affairs Director Frank Sesno,
who founded the green social
network Planet Forward in
2009, discussed incorporating
sustainability into GW’s curriculum in a closed session of the
Board of Trustees meeting last
month. Sesno teaches a video
production class in which students submit pieces for the organization's website.
“The global paradigm we
have known may be changing, and I think this University
has an incredible opportunity
to equip its students and its

from a venue that carries
GWorld said it is against their
contract to reveal the cost of a
GWorld machine.
Ed Schonfeld, senior associate vice president of administration, declined to share
the commission charges for
GWorld purchases. One store
owner told The Hatchet the
venue pays $.08 for every $1
charged on a GWorld card,
plus an additional $.25 for every swipe. It also costs $40 a
month to rent a terminal.
Another manager from a
local venue said the fee would
prevent the new system from
making GWorld profitable.
“We’ve spoken to GWorld
pretty much every year and
asked them to cut the students
a fair deal on the way they
handle their credits and they
refuse to," the manager, who
spoke anonymously as not to
hamper a relationship with
GW, said. “We don’t carry
GWorld because the best interest is not students. It’s their
own lucrative business.” u

Marija Hughes began collecting signatures in June
for the petition sent to Safeway leaders in September.
She said the store’s loss
would be devastating for
the neighborhood, especially the elderly who live
in the complex.
“There are a lot of people who are not so affluent,” Hughes said. “Where
are these people now going
to shop? Day-to-day where
are we going to go?”
She added that Safeway
serves as an anchor for other stores in the shopping
center, which she considers

a “ghost city.”
For junior Alec Hemingway, Safeway’s shutdown
means losing out on products that are not offered at
other local grocery stores.
“Whole
Foods
carries all the organic stuff,
and that’s great, but at the
same time, you can’t get the
name-brand stuff at Whole
Foods,” Hemingway said.
Kimberly Bryden, a marketing and community relations team leader for Whole
Foods, said a potential senior-citizen discount is on
the grocer’s radar, but no decisions have been made. u

office on an application basis
to faculty across the University.
Individual schools also hold
their own competitions that are
not reflected in the figures.
The jump in non-science
spending comes at a time
when federal agencies are
limiting spending on the arts
and the humanities.
President Barack Obama’s
proposed budget for fiscal
year 2012 shows a 13-percent
drop in support for both the
National Endowment for the
Arts and the National Endowment for the Humanities.
While federal resources
covered about 90 percent of
the University’s research and
development expenditures for
fiscal year 2009, internal funding accounted for just 6 percent,
according to data from the National Science Foundation.
The University hired its
first assistant vice president
for industry research late last
month, marking a heightened

effort to bring in new resources amid a shrinking federal
funding pool. As head of an
initiative to link faculty and
corporations, alumnus Tom
Russo will identify opportunities for on-campus studies
to be commercialized.
University President Steven Knapp has championed
research as one of his top goals,
having devoted $5.4 million
to support research start-ups
and hiring an administrator to
oversee research in 2008.
While research office administrators say it is nearly impossible to predict what results
GW’s research will yield, some
faculty are already making
strides in their studies.
Jason Zara, a professor of
engineering and applied science, was awarded a patent
by for a new technology that
could diagnose and treat certain types of cancer.
–Andrea Vittorio contributed
to this report

Liquor Law Violation/
Receiving Stolen
Property
10/29/11 – 1:25 a.m.
Location: The West End
residence hall
Case closed

UPD officers responded to
a report of a loud noise and
dispersed a party. Officers
assessed attendants for
intoxication and barred five
individuals not affiliated
with GW from campus. They
also found multiple stolen
University signs.
–Referred for disciplinary
action

Simple Assault

10/26/11 – 11:45 a.m. to
noon.
Location: 21st and G streets
Case closed

A student threw a water
bottle at an estranged
family
member.
The
individual did not sustain

alert
from p. 1
process to send an alert to the
community.
An updated electronic
security system accidentally
blocked the Crime Alert from
sending, the University's
Chief Information Officer David Steinour said.
Before the alert reached
students, Metropolitan Police
officers had already arrested
two armed suspects with aid
from the University Police
Department.
“There was a possible ongoing threat to the University, and
we took that very seriously, and
were in the process of putting
out a Crime Alert explaining
what had happened. Before we
could even put that Crime Alert
out, we had arrested the guy.
It was over with. It was done.
It was done within 10 to 15
minutes,” Darnell, who helped
found the Center for Homeland
Defense and Security and came
to GW last year, said.
The Clery Act, passed in
1990, calls for colleges to “immediately notify the campus
community upon the confirmation of a significant emergency or dangerous situation
involving an immediate threat
to the health or safety of students or employees occurring
on the campus.”
Because the suspects were
arrested shortly after GW was

ARREST
from p. 1
Foggy Bottom Metro between
23rd and 24th streets, shortly
before 11 p.m.
Officers helped passengers and the juveniles board
trains “in smaller groups
where they could be better
managed,” and transit police
controlled access to the station
from above ground to prevent
more people from “joining the
fray,” Stessel said.
An armed officer walked
toward the escalator entrance as
crowd members backed away.
Students inside the station
reported smelling pepper spray
underground, but Stessel said
Metro Transit Police did not deploy the spray and was “working under the assumption that
one of the juveniles deployed
the pepper spray.”
He said there were no
arrests at the Foggy Bottom
Metro.
University Police officers
stationed at Hughes Mews Alley – next to the 7-Eleven on the
900 block of New Hampshire
Avenue – eventually helped
track down a weapon following the arrest of a suspect being
sought by MPD. Police closed
off the alleyway that evening,
blocking residents from returning to the townhouses that line
the street.
Shortly at 11 p.m., UPD

–Referred for disciplinary
action

A student reported to UPD
that, after she accidentally
knocked on the door of the
wrong townhouse, a man
answered and accused her of
being intoxicated. He pushed
her but she did not choose to
press charges.
–No further action

Drug Law Violation
10/25/11 – 10:30 a.m.
Location: The Dakota
Case closed

University Police Department
officers responded to a
request to assist a community
director with an administrative
search that discovered 5.6
grams of marijuana and drug
paraphernalia.
–Referred for disciplinary
action

scholars with the disciplines,
the knowledge and the skills to
help navigate our way through
these changes,” he said.
As part of Knapp's green
focus, the Office of Sustainability’s staff has grown, as have
University initiatives to build
sustainable buildings and parks
on campus.
GW vaulted to No. 30 in
this year's Sierra Club rating of
the nation’s environmentallyfriendly schools.
Meghan Chapple-Brown,
director of the Office of Sustainability, said curricula represent
just one part of its efforts.
"We look forward to working collaboratively across the
University to build GW's competencies and to find ways to
integrate our activities on campus with learning opportunities," she said. u

10/25/11 – 1:23 p.m.
Location: Medical Faculty
Associates Building
Case closed

–No further action

Theft

10/26/11 – 4 to 4:10 p.m.
Location: Gelman Library
Case closed

A student reported that he left
his tote bag with his laptop
under a desk while he went to
the restroom. When he returned,
the laptop was missing.
–No suspects or witnesses

Hit and Run

10/25/11 – 3:20 p.m.
Location: 20th and G streets
Case closed

A staff member reported that a
school bus hit his parked vehicle.
–Case closed

–Compiled by
Jacqueline Drayer

notified, Darnell said, the threat
was not immediate.
The arrests didn’t stop misinformation from permeating
through campus as students
near the crime scenes questioned reporters and police officers for information about ongoing danger. It took GW more
than 45 minutes after the arrests
to break radio silence and post
a message on Twitter and Facebook about the events.
“At approximately 11:15
PM, GWPD was notified of
armed suspects in the I Street
Mall area. Both suspects have
been caught by MPD,” the Twitter message read.
A Crime Alert repeating
that message hit the majority of
inboxes at 1:30 a.m. Tuesday.
Steinour said the technological glitch that delayed the
Crime Alert has been fixed
and would likely not occur
if an alert was sent out again.
Despite that fix, Steinour and
Darnell agreed the University
needs a faster method of contacting students during emergencies. Even without technological malfunctions, the e-mail
system can take up to an hour
for any Infomail or Crime Alert
to reach all 50,000 recipients.
To expand the means of
emergency
communication,
Darnell made public Tuesday
the University’s intent to launch
a text message alert system that
would send messages almost
immediately to the community
through their phones.
“We expect to have that up

and running in the very near
future,” Darnell said. “We
have already gone forward
with that process and we’re in
the implementation phase of
that new system.”
He declined to say anything, beyond “soon,” for when
the system would be operational for all students.
He also declined to say specifically when the University
signed a contract with Cooper
Notification to implement the
text message system, but said
the process started after Hurricane Irene and an earthquake
struck campus in late August.
GW was criticized then for an
initial lack of communication
over safety plans.
Text message alert systems gained momentum after
the shooting at Virginia Tech
in 2007 because of their ability
to quickly disseminate emergency alerts. Last year, Campus
Safety Magazine polled campus protection officials, finding
that 58 percent of schools use
text messages for emergency
notifications. In an interview
during his first month at the
University in 2010, Darnell
said he wanted to evaluate
GW’s security programs before
implementing new measures,
but pointed to a text messaging system as a likely priority.
“We hope that in the very near
future to have this system in
place...that will be faster, it will
be more reliable, it will utilize email, it will utilize text messaging,” Darnell said. u

initiated a lookout for a second suspect, headed toward K
Street, whom MPD officers were
searching for and later stopped
and arrested, Hay said.
Officers searched a red
pick-up truck parked outside
the convenience store and alley
by City Hall, while the streets
leading into Georgetown were
closed off.
A witness near the Foggy
Bottom Metro said he saw
a man come up behind GW
Hospital in the aftermath
of the fight near the station.
When a truck approached a
car that was picking the man
up, the person ran toward an
alley, the witness said.
Secret Service agents aided
MPD in investigating the red
truck. Though agents on scene
declined to comment, former
President Bill Clinton and Secretary of State Hillary Clinton
were seen exiting the rear entrance of the hospital shortly
before 1 a.m.
The Clinton Foundation released a statement Tuesday that
Dorothy Rodham, Hillary Clinton’s mother, passed away at
the hospital just after midnight.
The University sent alert
messages about the two arrests via Twitter and Facebook more than an hour after
the initial shots were fired in
Georgetown. A Safety and Security Alert hit e-mail inboxes
shortly after 1:30 a.m.
University spokeswoman
Candace Smith said the Uni-

versity was delayed in getting
a report out to the community
“due to emergency maintenance of the mass e-mail notification system.”
“[Information
Technology] personnel are actively
working to resolve the issue and distribute the alert,”
Smith said at the time. “We
also have other means to notify the community such as the
news media and social media.
We utilized those tonight.”
Daniel Carter, director of
public policy for national nonprofit Security on Campus, said
the technical problem that occurred in sending out the campus alert shows the importance
of maintaining a range of communication tools.
“That’s one of the reasons we recommend multiple channels and it sounds
like they have some. But it’s
important to have more than
one channel for emergency
notification,” Carter said.
The Georgetown incident
was one of six Halloween-night
shootings across the District.
Mayor Vincent Gray said at
a press conference Tuesday
morning that the shootings
were of "great concern" and
"especially disturbing" because
they involved teenagers.
–Lauren French, Andrea
Vittorio, Priya Anand, Chelsea
Radler, Sarah Ferris, Cory
Weinberg, Michelle Rattinger
and Francis Rivera contributed
to this report.
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Events off the Foggy Bottom Campus
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Francis Rivera | Assistant Photo Editor

Left: The prince of Morocco, played by sophomore Max
Young-Jones, tries to woo Portia, played by senior Elyse
Steingold. Top: Bassanio, played by senior and former
Hatchet senior staff writer Matt Rist, gets uncomfortably
close to Lancelot, also played by Max Young-Jones, and his
mother, Old Gobbo, played by junior Lizzy Marmon.
Bottom: The prince of Aragon, played by sophomore David
Neiman, foils a potential marriage proposal.

The 'Merchant' in Marvin
by Roxanne Goldberg
Hatchet Reporter

An updated take on Shakespeare's work takes center stage

Theater and dance students bring
“The Merchant of Venice” out of the
dark ages and will perform under the
Marvin Center lights for a weekendlong theatrical debut.
Eleven student actors took to the
stage with acclaimed adjunct professor and District theater professional,
Rick Foucheux to create a unique version of Shakespeare’s dramatic play.
One of Shakespeare’s most reproduced works, “The Merchant
of Venice” is the story of Bassanio,
played by Matt Rist, and his need
to borrow money to court the
wealthy aristocrat Portia, played
by Elyse Steingold.
Bassanio’s friend, played by
Zack Shelton, suggests he borrow
from Shylock, played by Foucheux,
a Jewish moneylender whose own
daughter, Jessica, played by Madeline Hendricks, plots with the help
of Shylock’s servant Lancelot, played

by Maxton Young-Jones, to run
away with Antonio’s friend Lorenzo,
played by David Neiman.
Though a romantic comedy on
the surface, “The Merchant of Venice” delves into complex themes
of anti-Semitism, homophobia
and xenophobia.
The conflicts presented in the
play is not reserved for the actors
on stage.
“The vexing questions which this
play stirs in us can launch a dialogue
within each of us as we watch the
performance, and between ourselves
and other audience members after
the play is over. Where do we stand
on matters of discrimination and tolerance? Not just in the abstract, but
in the ways in which we conduct our
daily lives,” director and professor
Leslie Jacobson said.
It is because of this ability to
transcend centuries that Jacobson

chose to move the play’s setting from
its original 16th century backdrop to
1898 England, shortly after the trial
of Oscar Wilde.
“Wilde and his circle of aesthetes were trend-setters in style
and taste, and I think of Antonio’s
circle of bright young things similarly,” Jacobson said.
Neiman, a sophomore, who plays
Lorenzo, sees the altered qualities of
the troupe’s updated version as factors making the experience both distinct and interesting.
“The English high class of the
time period was repressing all sorts
of prejudices. But it is the homophobia addressed in our rendition that
really gives the production an unique
direction,” Neiman said.
Shelton, a senior, took a step out
of his comfort zone when adjusting
to his new role.
“It was my first time playing a gay

character. It was challenging but you
can’t limit yourself. In this play there
are moments that are magical and
you’re not yourself,” Shelton said.
Members of the cast said the
production’s high level of quality
could be attributed to Foucheux’s
involvement.
“Rick was such a huge part of the
process, and he really treated us as
professionals,” Hendricks said.
That relationship is visible on
stage, as each character bolsters
the others through dedicated and
precise acting.
Foucheux describes the relationship between himself and the students as symbiotic.
“It has been a great joy to work
with these young actors who I am
able to share thoughts about what
I’ve learned over the years with. But
more so, the cast has given me a lot
of rediscovery of joy, excitement and

Revolutionizing Arab film

HATCHETEXPAT

Translating life
in Sevilla

by Rachel Milkovich
Hatchet Reporter
The Arab Spring has been captured in newspapers, on YouTube
and by its debated catalysts, Facebook and Twitter. It is now captured in film as part of the Arabian
Sights film festival, a week-long
event produced by FilmFest DC, an
international film festival.
The program includes 11 revolutionary films, capturing compelling stories from the Arab World.
Started in 1995, the event has
grown both in number of films and
audience members.
“That very first year we showed
six films in autumn thinking that
this was a one time thing, and we
had so many people show up,” director of the festival, Shirin Ghareeb said. “And it was really quite
an eye-opener for us.”
“Really what it told us that there
was this thirst to see these films,
and that we were really filling a
void because there was no other
channel, no other way for the audience to have a look at these films,”
Ghareeb said.
This year’s selections focus on
Egyptian cinema, including five distinctly Egyptian works that encompass a broad variety of subjects.
“The Arab Spring is going to
have an effect on how Arab films
are made, about their style and content. This is something that we’re
going to see more of, because the
Arab Spring is still going on,” Ghareeb said.
Venue host, the Goethe-Institut,
has featured works by the festival
in the past and wants to bridge the
gap between cultures through artistic works.
“One aspect of our mission is
that we want to reach out to people
here in Washington, and to have a
dialogue. And it’s not just Germany
or Europe. It’s a broader mission
than that,” Norma Broadwater, a
spokeswoman with the Goethe-Institut said.
All the movies in the festival
will be accompanied by English
subtitles, with several movies supplemented by question-and-answer
segments with directors.
“We also like to highlight films
by new directors, because there’s
always an emerging new way to express yourself in film, and it’s the
new filmmakers who most often do
that,” Ghareeb said.

energy of youth,” Foucheux said.
The complex nature of the
play causes each actor to undergo
a sort of continual growth and
discovery that persists even as the
production begins.
“For women, this piece is challenging because we are so used to
Shakespeare’s archetypes of less
complex women, but in this play,
the characters are so complicated,”
Hendricks said.
Unraveling the complexities took
time and determination from the
group of theater students.
“We took two months to prepare
for this, but we’re still discovering
the meaning behind the text. You
can’t ever plateau with Shakespeare,
there is always something deeper,”
Shelton said.
“The Merchant of Venice” will
be held in the Dorothy Betts Marvin
Theatre Nov. 3, 4 and 5 at 7:30 p.m.
and Nov. 6 at 2 p.m.
Tickets are $15 for the public, $10
for students and seniors. u
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The featured film "6,7,8," from emerging director Mohamed Diab, deals with controversial issues of feminism and relationships in Egypt.

Featured selection “18 Days,” a
film about the Tahrir Square revolution, was also selected for the 2011
Cannes Film Festival. The film incorporates 10 different stories about
the Arab Spring that were experienced, heard or imagined. A crew
of 10 directors, two of which were
women, acted quickly and without
a budget to create the collaborative
documentary of the Egyptian revolution.
The title is borrowed from the
amount of time it took Egypt to
change as a country, casting out
former dictator Hosni Mubarak and
changing the country’s trajectory in
history forever.
All proceeds from the film will
go to providing political and civic
education to Egyptian villages.
Mohamed Diab, an emerging
screenwriter, unveils his directorial debut with the film “6,7,8.” The
feminist film explores the all-toofrequent incidents of sexual harassment in Egypt and the stigma that
follows women who try to combat
misogynistic behavior.
“6,7,8” earned top accolades for
best actress and best actor at the
2010 Dubai International Film Festival. The film’s storyline follows
three women, each with a distinctly
different role within Egyptian society – a traditional mother, a wealthy
jewelry designer and an aspiring
comic. A common thread of abuse
via sexual harassment and assault
ties all three women together. Angered by the authorities’ neglect to
help them, the trio begins to fight

back violently.
While the controversial topics
have ignited international praise
and recognition for their prominent
feature in Arab film, an intense battle was also fought within the country to even make the movies.
“Cairo Exit,” a film about the
romantic relationship between a
Coptic woman and Muslim man,
was rejected by the Egyptian government because of director Hesham Issawi’s refusal to change the
female character's religious identity to Islam. Because the Egyptian
censorship bureau did not approve
“Cairo Exit,” the movie was shot
completely underground.
“I’m glad the screenwriter is a
woman, because you more often
see out of the Arab World men directors and screenwriters, so I think
she’ll be a very interesting representative,” Ghareeb said.
Receiving positive reviews,
“Cairo Exit” captures a poignant
story of two young, underprivileged and unemployed Egyptians.
After the showing of “Cairo Exit,”
screenwriter Alexandra Kinias will
conduct a question-and-answer
section after the film.
“These films give us a glimpse
of the culture, of family life, of how
Arabs feel about what’s going on
in their own country. And I think
this is a very important perspective
that most American do not have a
chance to see,” Ghareeb said.
The Arabian Sights Film Festival began Oct. 27 and continues this
coming weekend, ending Nov. 6. u

My time spent studying in
Sevilla, Spain has taught me to
put everything I thought I knew
on the back burner – particularly,
the English language.
During the first half of my
study abroad experience, I had
some amazing encounters. I traveled throughout Spain, visited
Morocco and Portugal, and I still
have a number of trips planned.
I have been able to greatly improve my Spanish by communicating with people I meet in each
new location.

Jennifer Krems
I have engaged in some of
the best conversations of my
life, regardless of what language
we were speaking. But that does
not mean there hasn’t been some
awkwardness along the way.
The most important thing
I’ve had to remember is to always put myself out there and
to not be shy about my accent.
Many of my friends here are too
afraid to talk to Spaniards without a big group of Americans or
to practice their Spanish outside
of class. If they haven’t already
started to regret those decisions,
they will soon.
Of course, the transition into
another language hasn’t always
been easy. They say English is the
most difficult language to learn,
but I find myself questioning that
concept more and more. There
have been countless times I’ve
Skyped with friends complaining, wondering why the Spanish
language has to be so confusing
and why I can’t find peanut butter or pickles here.
I’ve also been embarrassed
every once in a while, like when I
was at the market trying to get information about a gazpacho recipe for class, and I asked a man at
one of the vegetable stands to remind me what a pepino was. He
and a few other people laughed
at me. He muttered something

PHoto courtesy of jennifer krems

under his breath and proceeded
to hold up two cucumbers, one
in each hand, and say loudly and
slowly, “Pepino.”
I’ll never forget the Spanish
word for cucumber ever again.
I have been lost, confused
and so much of what I say has
been misconstrued. I’ve unintentionally offended Spaniards, other Europeans and even people in
my program.
But Spanish isn’t the only
language that’s gotten me into
trouble. I once unknowingly offended another American when I
decided to confide in him about
some of my frustrations. We
were eating at a Tex-Mex bar,
which served food that was far
from anything I’ve ever tasted
back home. Growing more comfortable with the stranger seated
near me, I told him I thought the
food was awful and resembled
nothing I’ve ever had in the United States. Well, it turns out that
friendly stranger was one of the
owners. Whoops.
In spite of these minor
setbacks, I have made sure
to keep my head held high. I
know that I’m continuing to
grow both as a person and as
a student, and that’s a feeling
that can’t be put into words –
English or Spanish. u
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CAMPUS LIFE
ODYSSEY & SPIRIT
CRUISES ARE HIRING ALL
POSITIONS!
Odyssey and Spirit
Cruises provide high-energy,
2-3 hour boat excursions in
Washington DC.
Guests come aboard
to celebrate the special
moments of their life.
Our Food and Beverage
shipmates make sure that
we create unforgettable
memories for our guests and
shipmates by ensuring that
each cruise is a unique and
enjoyable experience.
DISTRICT of
COLUMBIA is now hiring for:
- Servers
- Server Assistants/Bussers
- Bartenders

- Cooks
- In House Disc Jockeys
Our people make the
difference. O.S.S. (Our
Service System) helps us
to create the best possible
work environment and
provide outstanding guest
service. Our shipmates
are dynamic, upbeat, and
friendly. Our core values
emphasize respect for
one another, teamwork,
innovation, personal
responsibility, and honest
communication. And above
all, our most important
obligation is to think and
work safely.
We recognize our
shipmates for a job well
done. Our shipmate
appreciation program
includes weekly heroes and
monthly MVP's.
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And there is plenty of
opportunity to advance.
More than 60% of our onboard managers were
promoted from within. Our
entry-level positions have
the opportunity to learn
skills that will qualify them
for future management
positions.
If you are a U.S. citizen
or permanent resident and
have great attendance, we
want to hear from you.
Come be a part of
the premier team in this
exciting industry. We offer
competitive pay and flexible
schedules. Read the
complete job description
and apply on-line at www.
entertainmentcruises.com/
about/careers
Email cbarth@
entertainmentcruises.com

Phone: (202) 994-7079
Fax: (202) 994-1309
Email: classifieds@gwhatchet.com
Web: www.gwmarketplace.com
Online classified ads are available
FREE to all GW students and
faculty.
• Non-GW clients pay a small fee for
online posting.
• Print ads begin at $10 for the first 25
words, and $.30 per word beyond that.
• All classifieds should be placed online.
If you cannot access the internet, ads may
be placed via email, fax or in person at
our office. An extra fee may apply.
The Hatchet accepts Visa, Mastercard,
American Express and Discover, as well
as cash and check through our office.
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The number of underclassmen that take
to the pool for the men's water polo team,
out of 17 total players.

IN Brief
Jackson to move to
shooting guard position

Pumariega crowned
tournament champion
Senior Andres Pumariega
shot a one-over-par 73 in the
final round of the three-day Kiawah Classic Tuesday, finishing in a tie for first place with
Campbell’s Vaita Guillaume.
Earning his fourth career
tournament victory as a member of the Colonials, Pumariega posted a three-round total
of two-under 214 with scores
of 70, 71 and 73 to earn the
championship. He was in
second place after 36 holes
Monday, and bogeyed three
of his first eight holes Tuesday, but quickly rebounded
for birdies on Nos. 13, 14 and
16 to battle back.
“I really tried to stay patient and have a positive
attitude,” Pumariega said.
“This was a tough course,
and I got off to a rocky start
today, but I knew I had a
chance to win if I stayed
mentally focused.”
As a team, GW finished
fifth of 21 with a combined
three-round score of 47-over
911. The tournament took
place at the Jack Nicklausdesigned par-72 Turtle Point
Golf Course on Kiawah Island, S.C., and was the last
competition for the Colonials
until March 2012.
“This tournament gave us
the boost we needed heading into our spring season,”
head coach Terry Shaffer
said. “I am pleased with how
everyone played, and I hope
we can keep it up in the off
season.”

Last word
"I knew I had a
chance to win if I
stayed mentally
focused."
–Andres Pumariega,
men's golf senior, on being
crowned co-champion of the threeday Kiawah Classic Tuesday.
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Junior Danni Jackson will
switch from the point guard
position to the shooting guard
position for the women's basketball team this season,
head coach Mike Bozeman
announced at the program's
media day Tuesday.
The move is designed
to allow GW's top returning
scorer to utilize her offensive
talent in a position geared to
give her more opportunities
at the basket.
Jackson was the Colonials'
top scorer last season, averaging 10.4 points per game and
finishing 29th in the Atlantic
10, also leading the team in
assists, averaging 4.2 per
game. She posted 14 games
with double-digit scores, and
averaged a team-high 32.2
minutes in 27 games.
Bozeman believes Jackson's abilities will be stronger
in the shooting guard position, adding that the responsibilities that come with her
current position, including
running plays and controlling
the ball, may be detracting
from her ability to put the ball
in the net. Jackson's new position will couple with Bozeman's new focus on a motionoriented offensive front.
"We want to put her in a position where we can maximize
her total gift," Bozeman said.
GW will kick off its new
season Nov. 8, when it hosts
UDC in an exhibition match
at 7 p.m.

Playing
for her
country
gabriella demczuck | hatchet staff photographer

Junior Adriana Moya stands on the Mount Vernon Field, where she competes as a member of the women's soccer team. Moya represented Chile in this year's PanAm games.

by jake deitcher
Hatchet Staff Writer
Junior midfielder Adriana Moya was missing from the Colonials lineup for three A-10
games this season, but it wasn’t due to injury.
Moya’s family hails from Chile and the
midfielder was tapped this year to compete for
the country in the 2011 Pan American Games
in Guadalajara, Mexico. The second-largest
multi-sport event in the world, trailing only
the Summer Olympics, the games include all
countries of the Americas. It was an opportunity Moya said she couldn’t pass up.
“It’s still such an unreal, surreal type of
feeling,” Moya said. “Not that it is greater
than college soccer, but the national pride involved in playing is amazing.”
The trip caused Moya, GW’s leading scorer from the previous season, to miss three of
the final five conference games. And without
Moya, the Colonials struggled. The women’s
soccer team finished their season without
making the Atlantic 10 tournament, which
the Colonials last qualified for in 2002.
The Colonials managed to score only one
goal during Moya’s absence, losing two of
the three matches that she missed. But head
coach Tanya Vogel doesn’t think the loss of
her standout forward is to blame for what
she calls a team problem.
“We have a lot of players on our team
who could have picked up the slack when
Moya was gone,” Vogel said. “We weren’t

Not that it is greater than
college soccer, but the
national pride involved in
playing is amazing.

''

adriana moya
Junior
Women's Soccer

losing because of her absence. We are proud
that she was able to play on the international
stage. It’s an honor.”
The opportunity to travel to the PanAm
games, Moya said, afforded her the chance
to grow and develop as a leader, surrounded
by some of the most talented athletes in her
sport on the field.
Women’s soccer at the Pan American Games
has no age limit, so Moya often took to the field
with adults – athletes that she said showed professionalism and experience far beyond what
she encounters as a collegiate student-athlete.
“In a way you are kind of like, ‘What am

I doing here?’ because you are sitting there
at lunch or dinner with world-class athletes,
medalists, right next to you,” Moya said.
Even through the incredible experience,
the grueling practices and challenging competition, Moya didn’t forget about her team
back in Foggy Bottom. She watched every
Colonials game she missed online, noting
each minute detail of play.
Moya returned in time for GW’s last game
of the season, watching seniors Sierra Smidinger, Taryn Dietrich and Lindsey Rowe take
to the Mount Vernon Field for the last time
Oct. 30. Moya will be a senior next season,
and she knows the program needs her to step
into the leadership roles left vacant by the
three departures.
“I need to take on the same leaderships
that they did, but also try to improve my
own game. More goals and more assists,”
Moya said. “We’ll need to fill the roles that
our seniors left, and I think that my class is
capable of doing that. The older girls on the
team can take the younger ones and help
them out.”
As Vogel begins preparations anew, she’s
bolstered by Moya’s PanAm trip. Moya’s
own play benefited, Vogel said, but the lessons she brings back from the competition
will also transfer to the rest of the Colonials.
“Her experience will be a huge positive
for us come next season,” Vogel said. “She
was a part of something that our whole team
can learn from.” u

men's water polo Southern division championship preview

GW seeded fourth in Southern championships
Colonials look to defeat
Johns Hopkins, Gannon
to advance in conference
by sophia omUemu
Hatchet Reporter
For the past three years, the Colonials
have been halted in their postseason run at
the Southern Division Championship.
But after defeating rival Johns Hopkins
twice this season, the Colonials, seeded fourth
entering the tournament, are approaching
their coming match against the Blue Jays
with the intention of ending this streak.
The last time GW's team advanced past
the first round of the Southern Division
Championship was also the first time the
team moved on in program history, in 2007.
“They have a lot of confidence going into
Johns Hopkins, but I remind them everyday
that Johns Hopkins is going to make some
changes,” head coach Scott Reed said. “It’s
going to be a tough game.”
The Blue Jays may very well make sweeping changes to their game plan and enter the
match looking for redemption and revenge,
Reed said he is reminding his players.
The Colonials are the top seed in their
bracket, one of four that the tournament contains. Besides Johns Hopkins, GW will face
the ninth seed – Gannon – but Reed is more
concerned with his team’s first opponent.
“Our first game is probably the toughest
of the two,” Reed said. “Not to take anything
away from Gannon, but Johns Hopkins is
more experienced.”
To advance past the Southern championships and compete in the 2011 Collegiate Water Polo Association Eastern Championships,
GW must finish as one of the top four teams
in the tournament.
Advancing past the Southern Division
tournament has been a challenge for GW but
sophomore top scorer Nate Little, who has
netted 60 goals for the Colonials this year,

Southern division championship
Princeton, N.J.

vs. Johns Hopkins Friday at 7 p.m.
vs. Gannon Saturday at 12:30 p.m.

says his team is ready.
The squad is stronger
than in years past,
Little said.
“We have a lot
more depth. Our
bench is deep,” Little
said. “We have a lot
more freshmen that
came this year that
will contribute.”
The Colonials are
a young team, suiting
up 13 underclassmen.
But Reed is confident
that his team will be
able to handle the
pressure of the championship despite the
younger
members,
pointing out that his
FRANCIS RIVERA | ASSISTANT PHOTO EDITOR
players have been Top: Head coach Scott Reed, above, takes his team through a drill Tuesday.
under pressure the Right: Sophomore Paul Deasey looks to make a pass.
entire season.
He’s not making
any significant changes before the weekend’s rely a lot on our freshmen and sophomores,”
play, pushing the Colonials just as hard as he Reed said. “The key will be how they react to
has all season, but also ensuring they get ad- the championship setting.”
equate rest.
The Colonials first take to the pool Nov.
“This year, the team is the youngest I’ve 4 against Johns Hopkins at 7 p.m. and then
ever had. No seniors and a couple juniors. We return to face Gannon Nov. 5 at 12:30 p.m. u

